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SAVE 1724 On January 3, 2010 Officer 
Conley arrested a man for DUI. After processing the 
suspect, and as the suspect had no criminal history, 
he released the man to his wife and intended to 
file charges. The suspect upon his release and 
return home retrieved a .357 magnum revolver and 
returned to the police station where he lay in wait 
outside the entrance. When Officer Conley exited 

the station to retrieve a power bar from his cruiser the assailant shot him in the 
back, 1.5 inches from the bottom edge of his ABA XT2-9 directly over his spine.  
The armor stopped the round and Officer Conley turned and returned fire while 
moving to cover. A running gunfight ensued and Officer Conley’s partner joined by 
returning fire from inside the station. Both officers hit the assailant with fatal shots.  
The surgeon told Officer Conley the round would more than likely have been fatal.

Officer Justin Conley
Mt. Orab Police Department
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The Monadnock® brand has defined the state of the art in batons 
and training aids for more than half a century. Our batons are the 
preferred choice of law enforcement professionals around the 
world. Under the Safariland® umbrella, we continue our heritage 
and expertise to focus on our primary objective: providing the 
highest quality products to the men and women who depend 
on them every day. Law enforcement officers choose to carry 
American-made Monadnock batons over other competing brands. 
The reason is simple. We build them better.

PrOTECT AND rESTrAIN
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QuALITy yOu CAN COuNT ON...guArANTEED
When you carry a Monadnock® baton, you carry more than 50 years of quality, innovation and attention to detail. From the ever-popular PR-24® design to our expandable 
AutoLock® positive locking models, and everything in between, you can count on Monadnock. Our baton products are proudly made in America and carry with them our legacy 
Limited Lifetime Repair or Replacement Guarantee.

The technologically advanced, patented AutoLock baton is ready at hand 
when you need it and out of the way when you don’t. It’s easy to expand, 
and when it’s time to close, simply push the button in the end cap. No need 
to look for a hard surface to collapse the baton.

•	The locking mechanism ensures the baton will stay locked open 
while striking, blocking or jabbing

•	Closes with a push of a button—no need to strike the baton on  
the ground

•	Open passively or in a high-profile manner

•	Rotating shafts help maintain control of the baton during a struggle

•	Choose from a variety of tips and grips

The Classic Friction Lock baton gives you confidence, comfort and choices. 
With a wide variety of tips, grips, finishes and sizes, you can select the 
baton that’s right for you and your duty requirements.

•	The distinct sound of the baton expanding sends a signal to the 
suspect that you are armed and ready

•	When you want to maintain the element of surprise, pull the shaft 
out by the patented Power Safety Tip®, which provides more 
weight-forward kinetic energy, allowing the baton to open faster in 
a combat situation. Safety Tip® also available

•	Standard tip is open with a flick of the wrist

•	Comfortable to carry and easily opened with a flick of the wrist

•	Morse tapers, the tight locking joints, make the baton feel solid in 
your hand

•	The end cap utilizes a bore guide that centers the tip end shaft over 
the retention spring, helping to prevent retention-spring breakage 
that often occurs in non-Monadnock end-cap designs

•	Choose from a variety of tips and grips

In law enforcement there’s no room for second guessing. You’ve got to have 
that same confidence in your equipment. That’s why more agencies choose 
PR-24® Control batons, the most field-tested batons ever made.

•	PR-24 side-handle batons offer maximum protection and the 
professional advantage

•	Most field-tested baton for blocking, controlling and striking

•	Rigid and expandable models available

•	Expandable baton is combat ready with a flick of your wrist and 
closes easily with the push of a button

•	Positive-locking baton is designed for close-quarter confrontations

•	Trumbull Stop handle keeps the baton in your hand, and increases 
baton retention and subject-control
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TIPS, grIPS AND fINISHES
Monadnock batons feature a wide variety of grips, tips and finishes to allow you to choose the tool that best fits your duty requirements.

TIPS 

grIPS

fINISHES

DEPArTMENTAL TEST AND EvALuATION
This risk-free program is designed to allow agencies to test our products firsthand, before purchasing. That 
way, our customers can be 100% certain which batons best meet the needs of their agencies. Participants 
in this program are under no obligation to make any purchases. To take part in the Monadnock Departmental 
Agency Test and Evaluation Program, simply call us at (800) 347-1200 or for Intl (904) 741-5400, or fax your 
request to  (800) 366-1669 . Some of our products require training, demonstrations and / or instructions. Our 
sales team and technical specialists have a great deal of experience with our products.

Standard Steel Tip
Allows for opening the baton 
in a high-profile manner; may 
gain psychological advantage 
for officer over subject.

Safety Tip®

Reduces sharp edges; 
urethane covering 
allows passive drawing 
of the baton.

Power Safety Tip®

Engineered to put more 
weight forward to better 
balance the baton in the 
hand and improve kinetic 
energy transfer at the 
moment of impact. The 
larger tip surface may turn a 
subject’s pockets inside out, 
reducing the risk of getting 
stuck with sharp objects.

3xT Tactical Training 
Targeting Tip 

Featuring the Power Safety 
Tip that helps criminal justice 
professionals improve their 
striking skill because they 
can clearly see the track 
of the baton’s tip during 
demonstrations, practice 
and/or in the street. Lime 
green only.

foam grip
Offers the highest tear 
strength and allows quick 
access from the Front 
Draw® Holder.

Super grip®

The fluted surface 
texture provides 
excellent baton 
retention in and out 
of the holder.

grenade grip
Offers a ridged handle 
design for a sure grip.

Knurled grip
The knurled grip enhances 
baton retention while 
performing strikes, blocks 
or jabbing techniques.

Black Chrome Bright 
Chrome 

Nickel 

Polycarbonate 
Black 
Anodized 
Aluminum
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AuTOLOCK®

STrENgTH yOu CAN COuNT ON
•	Patented locking mechanism ensures the baton will stay locked open while striking, 

blocking or jabbing 

•	Open passively or in a high-profile manner

•	Closes with a push of a button—no need to strike the baton on the ground; easy to 
open with either a flick of your wrist or a simple pull to achieve a passive draw

•	Rotating shafts help maintain control of the baton during a struggle

•	18", 21", 22" and 26" (45.72 cm, 53.34 cm, 55.88 cm and 66.04 cm)

•	Choose from a variety of tips and grips

•	Lifetime repair or replacement guarantee

•	Made in the USA

TIPS

fINISHES grIPS

foam grip

Safety Tip® Power Safety Tip®

AuTOLOCK® front Draw® Holder
•	360˚ swivel capability and 8 locking positions. 

Also available in 45˚ locking versions

•	Multi-position clip-on holder with molded 
tension springs for baton security

•	Concave molded bottom to accommodate 
Power Safety Tip®

HINDI Baton Cap™ 
•	Provides added baton retention

•	Easier to pick up the baton off a flat surface

•	More effectively draw baton from holder

•	Fits 21" / 22" AutoLock® batons

•	See page 253 for more information

Black Chrome

Nickel

PATENTED
PATENTED

3xT Tactical Training 
Targeting Tip (Lime Green)

Super grip®

91306213

3634 
3034
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 AuTOLOCK® BLACK CHrOME fINISH
Part No. Length weight grip Style Tip Style Holder 

Plain
Holder 
Basketweave

9170 18" (45.72 cm) 19 oz. (.54 kg) Foam Grip Power Safety Tip® 3042 3642
9172 18" (45.72 cm) 19 oz. (.54 kg) Super Grip® Power Safety Tip 3042 3642 
9120 21" (53.34 cm) 19 oz. (.54 kg) Foam Grip Safety Tip® 3030 3630
9141 21" (53.34 cm) 19 oz. (.54 kg) Super Grip Safety Tip 3030 3630
9130 22" (55.88 cm) 22 oz. (.62 kg) Foam Grip Power Safety Tip 3034 3634
9152 22" (55.88 cm) 22 oz. (.62 kg) Super Grip Power Safety Tip 3034 3634
9121 26" (66.04 cm) 24 oz. (.68 kg) Foam Grip Power Safety Tip 3056 3656
9146 26" (66.04 cm) 24 oz. (.68 kg) Super Grip Power Safety Tip 3056 3656

AuTOLOCK® NICKEL fINISH
Part No. Length weight grip Style Tip Style Holder 

Plain
Holder 
Basketweave

9220 21" (53.34 cm) 19 oz. (.54 kg) Foam Grip Safety Tip 3030 3630
9241 21" (53.34 cm) 19 oz. (.54 kg) Super Grip Safety Tip 3030 3630
9230 22" (55.88 cm) 22 oz. (.62 kg) Foam Grip Power Safety Tip 3034 3634
9252 22" (55.88 cm) 22 oz. (.62 kg) Super Grip Power Safety Tip 3034 3634

AuTOLOCK® Jr.
Part No. Length weight grip Style
9010 9.5" (24.13 cm) 10  oz. (.28 kg) Grooved

 

PErSuADEr
Part ID Description Quantity
2906 KKC-Grooved (w/Key Ring) 1

 

AuTOLOCK® Jr.
•	Operates just like any other AutoLock® baton, 

but in a miniature size

•	Grooved handle allows for added baton 
retention

•	Power Safety Tip® creates greater follow-
through momentum when performing a strike

•	Great for personal protection, whether in law 
enforcement, corrections or any other setting 
in which concealment is a primary requirement

•	Available in Flat Black finish

•	Holder available - Bianchi™ Model 7311 PErSuADEr™

•	Lightweight and compact – 5 1/2" in length 

•	In black polycarbonate, grooved with key ring 

•	Last chance self defense tool

•	Black also available in bulk – 25 per package

9230

9152

9010

2906

“ As the lead instructor in the areas of self-defense and  
PR 24/MEB for the Bern State Police in Switzerland and as 
an instructor at the Swiss Police Institute, my continued 
Monadnock training like those offered through Safariland  
are very important to me. Thank you!“    
  –  r. Pfister

   Chief Instructor
   Switzerland

*45 degree locking holders also available
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AuTOLOCK® DEfENDEr

TIPS

fINISH

Black Chrome

Power Safety Tip®

MODEL 134  
Baton Holder
•	Designed specifically for the AutoLock® Defender™ baton

•	Baton may be re-holstered in either open or closed 
position 

•	 Features the Safariland 745BL Belt Clip that fits belt widths 
from 1.5" (38 mm) to 2.25" (58 mm)

•	Belt clip is user adjustable for cant angle

•	Designed for cross draw carry (right hand model will sit 
on left side of body nd left hand model sits on right side 
of body)134

•	Patented locking mechanism ensures the baton will stay locked open while 
striking, blocking or jabbing

•	Protect your knuckles and gun hand from hostile strikes with a specially designed 
guard that fits over your knuckles

•	Open passively or in a high-profile manner

•	Closes with a push of a button—no need to strike the baton on the ground; easy to 
open with either a flick of your wrist or a simple pull to achieve a passive draw

•	Limited Lifetime Repair or Replacement Guarantee

•	Designed for cross draw carry. Right handed model sits on left side of body and left 
handed model sits on right side of body

•	Made in the USA

AuTOLOCK® DEfENDEr KIT (Includes Black Chrome finish Baton and Holder) 
Part No. Length weight Tip Style Holder
9755 (RH) 22" (55.88 cm) 23  oz. (.65 kg) Power Safety Tip® Safariland® #134  RH
9756 (LH) 22" (55.88 cm) 23  oz. (.65 kg) Power Safety Tip\ Safariland #134  LH

PATENTED

9154
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AuTOLOCK® Patrol Kit
•	Added savings with three amazing tools in one complete 

package

•	AutoLock® 22" Baton w/Power Safety Tip®

•	Bright hard coat Hindi Baton Cap™

•	Front Draw® Holder made of durable polycarbonate with 
a clip-on attachment

•	Choose from 360º or 45ºswivel locking holder models

•	Hindi Baton Cap™ adds baton retention and officer 
confidence

•	Choose Foam Grip or Super Grip®

•	Includes Power Safety Tip® providing larger, more 
effective striking force

CLASSIC frICTION LOCK Patrol Kit
•	Added savings with three amazing tools in one complete 

package

•	21" and 26" Classic Friction Lock Baton w/ standard steel tip

•	Bright hard coat Hindi Baton Cap™

•	Polycarbonate Front Draw® Holder

•	Clip-on polycarbonate holder—choose from 360º or 45º 
swivel locking models

•	Hindi Baton Cap adds baton retention and officer confidence

•	Choose Foam Grip or Super Grip

 AuTOLOCK PATrOL KIT
Description 360° Part No. 45° Part No. grip Holder
AutoLock 22", BC, Power Safety Tip®, Hindi Baton Cap™ 9330 9334 Foam Grip Plain
AutoLock 22", BC, Power Safety Tip, Hindi Baton Cap 9352 9354 Super Grip® Plain
AutoLock 22", BC, Power Safety Tip, Hindi Baton Cap 9430 9434 Foam Grip Basketweave
AutoLock 22", BC, Power Safety Tip, Hindi Baton Cap 9452 9454 Super Grip Basketweave

9330

PATrOL KITS

 CLASSIC frICTION LOCK PATrOL KIT
Description 360° Part No. 45° Part No. grip Holder
Friction Lock 21" BC, Hindi Baton Cap 2620 2680 Foam Plain
Friction Lock 21" BC, Hindi Baton Cap 2621 2681 Super Grip® Plain
Friction Lock 21" BC, Hindi Baton Cap 2622 2682 Foam Basketweave
Friction Lock 21" BC, Hindi Baton Cap 2623 2683 Super Grip Basketweave
Friction Lock 26" BC, Hindi Baton Cap 2630 2690 Foam Plain
Friction Lock 26" BC, Hindi Baton Cap 2631 2691 Super Grip Plain
Friction Lock 26" BC, Hindi Baton Cap 2632 2692 Foam Basketweave
Friction Lock 26" BC, Hindi Baton Cap 2633 2693 Super Grip Basketweave

2620

6500 AutoLock® Starter Service Kit
•	Kit allows you to service, repair and maintain 

the AutoLock baton when necessary

•	This armorer’s kit includes releases, rods, 
springs, cams, pliers, ball bearings, etc.

6500 full Service Kits
•	Also available for 6500-16/18". 6500-21-22" 

and 6500-26" options 
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Standard Steel Tip

CLASSIC frICTION LOCK
gET TOugH ON CrIME
•	Constructed of durable 4130 aircraft alloy steel tubing and feature Morse tapers—the tight locking 

joints—that make the baton feel solid in your hand 

•	Comfortable to carry and easily opened with a flick of the wrist

•	Open in a low-profile manner for the element of surprise - simply pull on the Safety Tip® or Power 
Safety Tip® to extend the shaft; provides for more of a weight-forward kinetic energy, allowing baton 
to open faster in a combat situation

•	When the baton tip strikes a hard surface, the weight in the tip helps it close by providing additional 
shock to unlock the shaft

•	16", 18", 21", 23" 24" and 26" (40.64 cm, 45.72 cm, 53.34 cm, 58.42 cm, 60.96 cm and 66.04 cm)

•	The distinct sound of the baton expanding sends a signal to the suspect that you are armed and ready

•	The end cap utilizes a bore guide that centers the end shaft over the retention spring, helping to 
prevent retention-spring breakage that often occurs in non-Monadnock end-cap designs

•	Offered in both Detective® and Mariner series

•	Limited Lifetime Repair or Replacement Guarantee

•	Made in the USA

TIPS

Black Chrome

fINISHES

grIPS

foam grip Super grip®

Safety Tip®

Bright Chrome frONT DrAw® Holder
•	360˚ swivel capability and 8 locking positions; 

also available in 45˚ locking versions

•	Multi-position clip-on holder with molded 
tension springs for baton security

•	Concave molded bottom to accommodate 
Power Safety Tip®

•	Convex half moon bottom for standard and 
Safety Tip® models

HINDI Baton Cap™ 
•	Added baton retention

•	Easily locate the baton in dark areas

•	Pick up the baton off a flat surface

•	See page 253 for more information 

3627

3027

6210

Nickel 

Power Safety Tip®

2521

PATENTED
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DETECTIvE® SErIES wITH STANDArD TIP
Part No. Length weight finish grip Style Holder

Plain
Holder 
Basketweave

2516 16" (40.64 cm) 14  oz. (.40 kg) Black Chrome Foam Grip 3025 3625
2517 16" (40.64 cm) 14  oz. (.40 kg) Bright Chrome Foam Grip 3025 3625
2560 16" (40.64 cm) 14  oz. (.40 kg) Black Chrome Super Grip® 3025 3625
2521 21" (53.34 cm) 17  oz. (.48 kg) Black Chrome Foam Grip 3027 3627
2522 21" (53.34 cm) 17  oz. (.48 kg) Bright Chrome Foam Grip 3027 3627
2562 21" (53.34 cm) 17  oz. (.48 kg) Black Chrome Super Grip 3027 3627
2510 24" (60.96 cm) 19  oz. (.54 kg) Black Chrome Foam Grip 3027 3627
2511 24" (60.96 cm) 19  oz. (.54 kg) Bright Chrome Foam Grip 3027 3627
2564 24" (60.96 cm) 19  oz. (.54 kg) Black Chrome Super Grip 3027/3032 3627/3632
2526 26" (66.04 cm) 20  oz. (.57 kg) Black Chrome Foam Grip 3027/3032 3627/3632
2527 26" (66.04 cm) 20  oz. (.57 kg) Bright Chrome Foam Grip 3027/3032 3627/3632
2565 26" (66.04 cm) 20  oz. (.57 kg) Black Chrome Super Grip 3027/3032 3627/3632

 

DETECTIvE SErIES wITH SAfETy TIP®

Part No. Length weight finish grip Style Holder
Plain

Holder 
Basketweave

2570 16" (40.64 cm) 14  oz. (.40 kg) Black Chrome Foam Grip 3025 3625
2571 16" (40.64 cm) 14  oz. (.40 kg) Black Chrome Super Grip® 3025 3625
2572 21" (53.34 cm) 17  oz. (.48 kg) Black Chrome Foam Grip 3027 3627
2573 21" (53.34 cm) 17  oz. (.48 kg) Black Chrome Super Grip 3027 3627
2574 24" (60.96 cm) 19  oz. (.54 kg) Black Chrome Foam Grip 3027 3627
2575 24" (60.96 cm) 19  oz. (.54 kg) Black Chrome Super Grip 3027 3627
2576 26" (66.04 cm) 20  oz. (.57 kg) Black Chrome Foam Grip 3027/3032 3627/3632
2577 26" (66.04 cm) 20  oz. (.57 kg) Black Chrome Super Grip 3027/3032 3627/3632

 

DETECTIvE SErIES wITH POWER SAfETy TIP® 
Part No. Length weight finish grip Style Holder

Plain
Holder 
Basketweave

2518 18" (45.72cm) 17 oz. (.48kg) Black Chrome Foam Grip 3038 3638
2523 23" 58.42cm 19 oz. (.54kg) Black Chrome Foam Grip 3036 3636

 

MArINEr SErIES wITH STANDArD TIP
Part No. Length weight finish grip Style Holder

Plain
Holder 
Basketweave

2530 21" (53.34 cm) 17  oz. (.48 kg) Nickel Foam Grip 3027 3627
2532 24" (60.96 cm) 19  oz. (.54 kg) Nickel Foam Grip 3027 3627
2534 26" (66.04 cm) 20  oz. (.57 kg) Nickel Foam Grip 3027/3032 3627/3632

 

2516

2523

2532

2572 

*45 degree locking holders also available
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Pr-24® SIDE-HANDLE BATONS
ENgINEErED fOr OffICEr SAfETy
•	Most field-tested baton for blocking, controlling and striking

•	Rigid and expandable models available

•	Expandable baton is combat ready with a flick of your wrist and closes easily with the push of a button

•	Positive locking feature designed for close quarter confrontations

•	Trumbull Stop handle keeps the baton in your hand, and increases baton retention and subject control holds

•	Training programs from Safariland Training Group eliminate the potential for excessive use of force

•	Limited Lifetime Repair or Replacement Guarantee

•	Made in the USA

foam grip

grenade

Super grip®

Knurled

Polycarbonate 

fINISHES

grIPS

Black Anodized 
Aluminum

3010

frONT DrAw® Holder
•	360˚ swivel capability and 8 locking positions

•	Also available in 45˚ versions

•	Baton handle snaps in holder for security

1102
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1000

1121

Pr-24® BLACK ANODIZED 
Part No. Model Type Length weight Diameter Holder 

Plain
Holder 
Basketweave

1100 PR-24X Expandable 24" (60.96 cm) 24  oz. (.68 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) 3010 N/A
1101 PR-24XTS Expandable 24" (60.96 cm) 24  oz. (.68 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) 3010 N/A
1102 PR-24FX Expandable 24" (60.96 cm) 31  oz. (.88 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) 3010 N/A
1105 PR-24NX Expandable 24" (60.96 cm) 31  oz. (.88 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) 3010 N/A
1121 Control Device 21 Expandable 21" (53.34 cm) 16  oz. (.45 kg) 1" (2.5 cm) 3015 3615
1124 Control Device 24 Expandable 24" (60.96 cm) 18  oz. (.51 kg) 1" (2.5 cm) 3015 3615

  

Pr-24® BLACK POLyCArBONATE
Part No. Model Type Length weight Diameter Holder 

Plain
Holder 
Basketweave

1000 PR-24STS Rigid 24" (60.96 cm) 24  oz. (.68 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) 3010 N/A
1001 PR-24S Rigid 24" (60.96 cm) 24  oz. (.68 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) 3010 N/A
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STrAIgHT BATONS

MP BATONS
•	Polycarbonate material provides an extremely durable finish

•	1 ¼" diameter; choose from a variety of grips

•	Stronger in cold weather and will not warp in heat

•	Excellent impact resistance

•	Resists denting and won’t splinter

•	18", 24", 26", 36" (45.72 cm, 60.96 cm, 66.04 cm, 91.44 cm)

•	Limited Lifetime Repair or Replacement Guarantee

•	Made in the USA

PLP BATONS
•	Polycarbonate material provides an extremely durable finish

•	Stronger in cold weather and does not warp in heat

•	Excellent impact resistance

•	Weather and dent resistant, and won’t warp, peel or splinter

•	1" diameter

•	Limited Lifetime Repair or Replacement Guarantee

•	Made in the USA

2007

Polycarbonate 

Polycarbonate 

foam grip

3006

grIP

grIPS

2015

fINISH

fINISH

2006

frONT DrAw® Holder
•	360˚ swivel capability and 8 locking positions

•	Also available in 45˚ locking versions

•	Multi-position clip-on holder with molded tension springs for 
baton security

•	Concave molded bottom to accommodate Power Safety Tip®

foam grip Knurledgrenade

2002

MP BATONS
Part No. Model Length weight Diameter Material finish grip Style Holder
2000 MP18 18" (40.64 cm) 15.2  oz. (.43 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Polycarbonate Black Knurled 3011
2001 MP24 24" (60.96 cm) 20  oz. (.57 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Polycarbonate Black Knurled 3011
2002 MP26 26" (66.04 cm) 21.6  oz. (.61 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Polycarbonate Black Knurled 3011
2003 MP26 (LAPD Style, No Grip) 26" (66.04 cm) 21.6  oz. (.61 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Polycarbonate Black Plain 3011
2004 MP36 Riot Baton 36" (91.44 cm) 30  oz. (.85 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Polycarbonate Black N/A N/A
2011 36" Riot Baton 36" (91.44 cm) 24  oz. (.68 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Thermoplastic Black Grenade 3011
2015 MPNYPD26 (Thong/Grommet) 26" (66.04 cm) 22.4  oz. (.64 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Polycarbonate Black Foam 3011
2107 GG24 24" (60.96 cm) 20  oz. (.57 kg)  1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Polycarbonate Black Grenade 3011
2151  GG30 30" (76.2 cm) 26.4  oz. (.75 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Polycarbonate Black Grenade 3011
2154 QS-1G Crowd Management 36" (91.44 cm) 30  oz. (.85 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Polycarbonate Black Grenade 3011

2163 Billy Baton 26 36" (91.44 cm) 30  oz. (.85 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Polycarbonate Black 
Grenade
w/Stop 
and Thong  

3011

  

PLP BATONS
Part No. Model Length weight Diameter Material finish grip Style Holder

Plain
Holder 
Basketweave

2005 PLP-18 18" (45.72 cm) 11.2  oz. (.32 kg) 1" (2.5 cm) Polycarbonate Black Foam 3006 3606
2006 PLP-24 24" (60.96 cm) 14.4  oz. (.41 kg) 1" (2.5 cm) Polycarbonate Black Foam 3006 3606
2007 PLP-26 26" (66.04 cm) 15  oz. (.43 kg) 1" (2.5 cm) Polycarbonate Black Foam 3006 3606
2009 PLP-36 36" (91.44 cm) 20.8  oz. (.59 kg) 1" (2.5 cm) Polycarbonate Black Foam 3006 3606
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grIPS

fINISHES
ExPANDABLE BATONS
•	Features a pin and spring create a mechanical (positive locking) mechanism that keeps baton 

open and makes it easy to close

•	Baton locks in handle and may be locked in the extended open position with the push of a 
button

•	Weight-forward shaft technology for increased “knock-down” power

•	Aluminum polycarbonate composition impervious to rusting Model 2502: 24" closed and 
expands to 36" in the open position; can be used as a straight baton closed and a riot baton in 
the open position

•	Available in either 1 ¼" and 1" diameters

•	Limited Lifetime Repair or Replacement Guarantee

•	Made in the USA

wOOD BATONS
•	Traditional design

•	Made from a natural hardwood for long-lasting service

•	Available with and without thong

•	Limited Lifetime Repair or Replacement Guarantee

•	Made in USA

ExPANDABLE STrAIgHT BATONS
Part No. Model Length weight Diameter Material finish grip Style Holder

Plain
Holder 
Basketweave

2502 SX-24/36 Riot Baton 36" (91.44 cm) 24  oz. (.68 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Aluminum Polycarbonate Knurled 3011 N/A
2503 SX-24 24" (60.96 cm) 19  oz. (.54 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Aluminum Polycarbonate Foam 3011 N/A

ExPANDABLE STrAIgHT uLTrALITE BATONS
Part No. Model Length weight Diameter Material finish grip Style Holder

Plain
Holder 
Basketweave

2500 MX-18 18" (45.72 cm) 11.2  oz. (.32 kg) 1" (2.54 cm) Epoxy Black Foam 3006 3606
2506 MX-21 21" (53.34 cm) 13  oz. (.37 kg) 1" (2.54 cm) Epoxy Black Foam 3006 3606
2507 MX-24 24" (66.04 cm) 14  oz. (.40 kg) 1" (2.54 cm) Epoxy Black Foam 3006 3606

frONT DrAw® Holder
•	360˚ swivel capability and 8 locking positions

•	Also available in 45˚ locking versions

•	Multi-position clip-on holder with molded 
tension springs for baton security

•	Concave molded bottom to accommodate 
Power Safety Tip®

3011

2506

2502

Polycarbonate 

Black Anodized 
Aluminum

foam grip

Knurled

2800

wOOD BATONS
Part No. Model Length weight Diameter Material finish grip Style Holder
2800 2800 36" (91.44 cm) 18  oz. (.51 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Hardwood Natural Ring Ring
2800 /B 2800 36" (91.44 cm) 18  oz. (.51 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Hardwood Black Ring Ring
2801 2801 26" (66.04 cm) 13  oz. (.37 kg) 1-1/4" (3.2 cm) Hardwood Black Ring Ring
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HOLDErS

frONT DrAw® for AutoLock® Batons
•	Designed with clip-on backs specifically for the AutoLock batons; also available in slide-on versions; 

design allows holder to slide off belt without having to strip the whole belt

•	Made from durable polycarbonate, all holders feature a molded tension spring for baton security

•	Rotates 360˚ and locks in one of 8 locking positions; also available in a version that rotates only 45˚ 
forward and backward

•	Baton may be re-holstered in the locked position either open or closed, as necessary, saving time to 
control the suspect

•	Accommodates either the Foam grip or Super Grip®

•	21" (53.35 cm) baton holder has the half-moon bottom for Safety Tip® style batons

•	18" (45.72 cm), 22" (60.96 cm) and 26" (66.04 cm) baton holders have a concave bottom to be able to 
receive the Power Safety Tip® style baton

•	Available in high or low carry models

•	Fits 2.25" (58 mm) belt widths; finishes: Plain, Basketweave

frONT DrAw® for Pr-24®, Classic friction Lock & Straight Expandable Batons
•	Offered with clip-on or slide-on backs; design allows holder to slide off belt without having to strip the  

whole belt

•	Made from durable polycarbonate, all holders feature a molded tension spring for baton security

•	Rotates 360˚and locks in one of 8 locking positions; also available in a version that rotates only 45˚ forward 
and backward

•	Baton may be re-holstered in the locked position either open or closed, as necessary, saving time to control 
the suspect

•	Accommodates either the Foam grip or Super Grip®

•	21" (53.35 cm) baton holder has the half-moon bottom for Safety Tip® style batons

•	18" (45.72 cm), 22" (60.96 cm) and 26" (66.04 cm) baton holders have a concave bottom to be able to receive 
the Power Safety Tip® style baton

•	Available in high or low carry models

•	Fits 2.25" (58 mm) belt widths; finishes: Plain, Basketweave

35 Baton Holder
•	For expandable batons

•	Extended batons can be reholstered

•	Fits 16" (406 mm), 21" (533 mm) or 26" (660 mm) lengths

•	Available in SafariLaminate™ Plain, Basket, Hi Gloss 
and STX Tactical™

Note: It is important to choose the appropriate holder for the style of AutoLock used. This is to facilitate the ability 
of the officer to put the baton in the holder while in the locked open position

3034

PATENTED

See Web site for full 
list of models

3627
See Web site for full 

list of models

Monadnock offers a wide selection of baton holders in different styles and materials to fit the needs of each of its batons. Safariland 
and Bianchi Duty Gear also offer baton holders for several Monadnock baton styles.

PATENTED

MODEL 134  Baton Holder
•	Designed specifically for the AutoLock® Defender™ baton

•	Baton may be re-holstered in either open or closed position 

•	 Features the Safariland 745BL Belt Clip that fits belt widths 
from 1.5" (38 mm) to 2.25" (58 mm)

•	Belt clip is user adjustable for cant angle

•	Designed for cross draw carry (right hand model will sit on 
left side of body)

3011

See the Safariland and Bianchi sections of this catalog for additional holder offerings
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Tested and proven to be the safest, most effective baton accessory to date, the Hindi Baton Cap™ offers 
unparalleled advantages, and comes endorsed and recommended by numerous police agencies, top 
trainers and use-of-force experts.

Baton retention

•	Quicker way for your hand to identify and locate baton while in holder

•	Safer, more reliable baton grip from slippage or loss during draw

•	Faster, more comfortable draw in any situation, from any style holder or duty belt position

•	Maximum retention—prevents baton loss when baton expands open

•	Quick to pick up baton if dropped

•	Available for AutoLock® and Classic Friction Lock batons

Advantages During Physical Altercations

•	Maximum striking power and increased leverage

•	Unsurpassed grip retention during momentum of baton swing or force of impact

•	Added length to baton, eliminating standard method of choking up on the baton handle

•	More consistency in striking distance and target accuracy

•	Blocks against deliberate suspect takeaways

Safer, More Effective Striking Capacity

•	Larger surface area produces a greater energy transfer for maximum striking effectiveness

•	Smooth, round surface will not penetrate, rip or tear the skin

•	Safer to the suspect without limiting the use of force

•	Safer, more effective striking alternative in the escalation or de-escalation of force

HINDI BATON CAP™

62136210

wINDOw BrEAKEr
Part No. Tip Style
6151 Standard Tip – 3 Pack
6151 Safety Tip® – 3 Pack
6153 Power Safety Tip® – 3 Pack

HINDI BATON CAP™

Part No. Description Designed for 
6210 Hindi Baton Cap™ Monadnock® Classic Friction Lock Batons
6211 Hindi Baton Cap Most Other Friction Lock Batons
6212 Hindi Baton Cap MX Batons
6213 Hindi Baton Cap AutoLock® 21" (53.34 cm) and 22" (55.88 cm) Batons
6214 Hindi Baton Cap AutoLock 26" (66.04 cm) Batons
6216 Hindi Baton Cap AutoLock 16" (40.64 cm) and 18" (45.72 cm) Batons
6221 Hindi Baton Cap AutoLock HG 21" (53.34 cm) and 22" (55.88 cm) Batons
6218 Hindi Baton Cap Friction Lock Swivel Button, Nylon Cord

wINDOw BrEAKEr
•	Made of a hardened steel tip with rubber cap

•	Fits over the baton tip and can be used to gain entry to a home, vehicle or other 
structure that is otherwise inaccessible 

•	Easy on and off application; fits Standard Tip, Safety Tip® and Power Safety Tip®

•	Fits a variety of Monadnock and other batons

•	Small enough to be carried in your pocket or gear bag

•	Just a tap and the window breaks; repeated strikes are not necessary

•	Side window application suggested

•	Remove after use as it is not intended to be used with standard baton techniques

PATENTED PATENTED
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TrAININg AIDS
THE fINEST TrAININg AIDS  
fOr THE fINEST PrODuCTS
Proper training with the right tools makes all the difference. Our line of 
practical training aids significantly enriches learning during practice 
exercises. Resistance training builds confidence. Our Universal 
Training Bags and foam batons can be used during dynamic or 
scenario training to improve skills and reduce the risk of injury.

HELMET STyLE 
NEw fOr 2012

5120 Monadnock® Practice Suit
•	Color-coded based on the escalation-

of-trauma charts

•	Provides realistic training opportunities

•	Easy to put on and take off

•	Breathable liner

•	Cleans with soap and water

5101 Pr-24 STSwT
•	High density, closed-cell foam 

training side handle baton

•	Color: White

•	Weighs 10  oz.

5107 ultimate Side-Handle 
Training Baton
•	Durable DuPont nylon cover

•	  1/2" closed high-density cell foam

•	Tip dipped in vinyl

5103/5105 SB-wT
•	High density, closed-cell foam 

training baton 

•	Flexible for lower impact

•	2 sizes: 
5103 - 24" (60.96 cm); 1" diameter 
5106 - 36" (91.44 cm); 1.5" 
diameter

•	Color: White

•	Weight: 
– 24" 9.4  oz.  
– 36" 9.8  oz.

5106 ultimate Straight Training 
Baton
•	Durable DuPont® nylon material 

covers a neoprene sleeve, which is 
applied over a rigid core

•	Tip is dipped in vinyl for added 
strength  
and durability

•	Energy-absorbing construction allows 
general and / or specialized scenarios 
to be performed with greater ease and 
comfort
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5002 universal Training Bag (uTB)
•	Helps bridge the gap between static and dynamic movement in training

•	 Tactically used for baton physical encounter training: 
– Simulated training scenarios 
– Punching, kicking, elbowing, kneeing, etc. 
– Action-reaction response drills,  
 including unarmed self-defense training  
 and baton training

•	Easy to carry and store

5006 universal Training Bag 2 (uTB2)
•	 Features a high-tech Force Deceleration Core to dissipate training blows 

from knees, elbows, fists or training-baton strikes with ease and comfort

•	Offers six hand positions to create multiple target positions around the human 
body, which develops target acquisition and application skills for more 
realism in training

•	Easy to carry and store
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TACTICAL ZONE

PATROL

SCENE SECuRITy

CSI APPAREL

CRImE SCENE DOCumENTATION

EvIDENCE COLLECTION

EvIDENCE PACKAGING

LATENT PRINT PROCESSING

mAGNIFIERS

FINGERPRINTING

ALTERNATE LIGHT SOuRCES

EDuCATION 

260
261
265
267
268
273
276
278
283
284
286
287

Forensics Source™ serves as a one-stop shop for the finest forensics 
products for all types of investigative, collection, processing and lab-
related activities. These products are marketed under the Forensics 
Source umbrella and are built on our legendary commitment to 
innovation, quality and customer care. Our goal is simple: to provide 
forensics professionals with access to the best products available in 
the forensics market.

Our commitment to delivering exceptional customer value is 
reflected in our commitments to manufacturing certifications and 
environmental responsibility. We are proud of our current ISO 14001 
and OHSAS 18001 certifications. Just announced is our ISO 9001:2008 
certification, the first in forensics manufacturing. This will allow us to 
continue building on the Forensics Source legacy of innovation and 
quality for years to come.

forensics
QuALITy BRANDS FOR 
FORENSICS PROFESSIONALS

TM
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